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In-person workshops scheduled for May 10-11
Agenda scheduled to focus on issues with poultry house cool cells, cooling pad maintenance

SALISBURY, Md. — With hot
weather approaching, a collaboration
of Extension and poultry industry
representatives have organized two
in-person workshops focusing on issues with poultry house cool cells and

Right
down to
the letter

cooling pad maintenance.
The in-person workshops are
scheduled for May 10-11, each from
10 a.m. to noon.
The May 10 workshop location
is the Caroline County 4-H Park in

Denton, and the May 11 workshop
location is the Winter Place Park and
Equestrian Center in Salisbury.
A boxed lunch is included in the
free registration.
Both workshops will feature two

speakers.
Eric Spell, division manager for
the SWASH line of products, who will
See WORKSHOP
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Author’s book series
pays homage to area’s
chicken industry
By SEAN CLOUGHERTY
Managing Editor

SELBYVILLE, Del. — Delaware
author Joanne K. Guilfoil has released the first of three books about
chickens, “The ABCs of Chickens of
Delmarva”.
Guilfoil said the ABC book’s purpose and design is to share the history
of the Delmarva chicken industry,
from commercial growers to exhibition and youth clubs, with young and
new readers.
The front cover boasts a large, red
and white, iconic rooster, a statue
that stands on top of the Bunting &
Bertrand poultry equipment building,
where the author buys her chicken
feed, visible from route 113 in Frankford.
“That fun fellow on the cover is a
preview to the cute kids found in the
beginning pages, as they learn about
raising chickens,” Guilfoil said.
What follows is every alphabet
letter, from A to Z, used to describe
a different aspect of the peninsula’s
poultry industry.
“This book tells about chickens
on Delmarva, its history, including
actual people, equipment, buildings
and birds,” Guilfoil said.
It also provides some agriculture
and science, with images of hatcheries,
inoculations, vegetative buffers, vaccinations, wastewater, winter wheat,
a litter-to-energy plant, and X-rays of
chickens.
For school-age readers, a glossary
further defines the terms used in the
book.
The other two books in the trio, a
reference manual and hardback coffee

Author Joanne K. Guilfoil, a retired art educator, said she hopes the book serves to inform youth about chickens but also be a
tool in them learning to read. “The ABCs of Chickens of Delmarva,” takes beginning readers through an alphabetical journey of
Delmarva’s poultry industry. Going from A-Z, the book describes different aspects of the peninsula’s poultry industry, including
university Extension agents and University of Delaware Blue Hens.
Top photo courtesy Grant Gursky; bottom images courtesy Joanne K. Guilfoil

table-style book, are nearing completion as well, Guilfoil said.
The reference manual details raising meat chickens as well as birds for
show, and is written at a middle-school

reading level.
“There’s a lot of science, a lot of
history and real people,” she said.
The coffee table book tells the story
of Delmarva’s chicken history, includ-

ing grower profiles, the companies
involved and what goes into building
See BOOK
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Strategies can control necrotic enteritis, coccidiosis
Necrotic enteritis is a bacterial
infection caused by Clostridium
perfringens.
It has been reported that the
economic impact of necrotic enteritis
worldwide is between $5-6 billion.
Low levels of Clostridium perfringens reside naturally in the bird’s
intestines.
Necrotic enteritis results when an
imbalance of the intestinal ecosystem occurs as a result in a change in
pH or an increased viscosity of the
intestinal digesta, for example.
One of the most common predisposing factors to necrotic enteritis
is damage of the intestines from
coccidial infection.

POULTRY
SPECIALIST
By JENNIFER TIMMONS
Assistant Professor, University of
Maryland Eastern Shore
It is estimated that the combined
economic loss of necrotic enteritis
and coccidiosis is about $10 billion.
The poultry industry controls
coccidiosis with the use of anti-coccidial drugs in the feed or with

vaccinations.
In addition to these strategies,
there are a number of nutritional
alternatives that are available and
being investigated.
Functional oils are oils that have a
benefit beyond nutritional value.
Two of these oils are castor oil
and cashew nut shell oil.
A study that fed a combination
of these two oils to broiler chickens
challenged with coccidiosis reported
that livability and gut score lesions
were improved compared to the livability and gut score lesions of birds
fed a non-supplemented diet.
In addition to functional oils,
tannins, which are a large group of

chemical compounds in plants have
also shown to be beneficial to control
coccidiosis.
Tannins have known anti-parasitic and antibacterial activities in
ruminant animals.
Algae based products have also
been evaluated for benefits against
coccidiosis infection in broilers.
Studies suggested that algae may
not directly decrease the growth of
coccidia species, but may be able to
increase the intestinal response to
coccidia which therefore improves
the bird’s ability to defend itself
See TIMMONS
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UMES researcher, team honored with national award
PRINCESS ANNE, Md. — A University of Maryland Eastern Shore
researcher and his colleagues at laboratories along the East Coast and
Spain received national recognition
by the USDA for their work aimed
at controlling ammonia emissions in
poultry houses.
Many areas in the country produce
more manure nutrients than available
cropland can utilize.
The removal and recovery of ammonia, therefore, is a desirable feature
for new treatment technology for
livestock and poultry effluents (liquid
wastes that pour into natural bodies of
water and subsequently the air).
The nutrients instead could be exported off the farm, which could solve
the problems of nitrogen surpluses in
concentrated livestock production,
serve as a substitute for commercial
fertilizers and create new businesses.
Dr. Fawzy Hashem, an associate
professor in UMES’ Department of
Agriculture, Food and Resource Sciences, was among the team members
who received the 2021 Excellence in
Technology Transfer National Award
from the Federal Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer.
According to the consortium’s notification letter, Hashem’s team was
“one of a select number of recipients,
an indication that your nomination

was truly of the highest caliber.”
The annual award recognizes
scientists from among the 300 laboratories supported by the Federal
Laboratory Consortium “who have
accomplished outstanding work in
the process of transferring federally
developed technology.”
According to the agency, the shared
technology can have profound impact
on the nation’s economy and everyday
life.
Hashem and his colleagues accepted the award at a virtual ceremony on
April 7 as part of the organization’s
national meeting.
Their research was also selected
last spring for a 2020 USDA Technology Transfer Award for the Southeast
region.
It focuses on the recovery of ammonia-nitrogen from waste using
gas-permeable membranes.
The process, Hashem said, includes
the passive passage of ammonia
through micro-porous hydrophobic
membranes and subsequent concentration in a clear solution.
The new technology’s application is
the removal and recovery of nitrogen
from liquid manures in storage tanks
and from the air of poultry and animal
barns.
“Using a wide variety of technology transfer mechanisms and activities

Missed Open
Enrollment?
Not a problem!
FarmBureauHealthCare.com enables
members to ﬁnd healthcare coverage with
WOW customer service and REAL savings,
365 days a year!

Open the camera on your phone and
point it at the QR Code to the left. Then,
tap the corresponding link to visit our
website and schedule a call!

An exclusive member beneﬁt provided
by Maryland Farm Bureau
Visit HTTPS://FARMBUREAUHEALTHCARE.COM today!

Dr. Fawzy Hashem, was among UMES
team members who received the 2021
Excellence in Technology Transfer
National Award.
Photo courtesy UMES

covering the ammonia capture technology for both liquid and air applications, we found that 98 percent of the
nitrogen can be recovered using the
technology,” Hashem said. “Conservation and recovery of nitrogen from

Workshop ...
Continued from Front Page

address common issues in cool cell
pad performance, understanding the
effectst of hard water, scale build up
and how to combat it and best practices for extending cool cell pad life.
Isaac Singletary, sales representative with Munters, will address the
effects of pad maintenance of house
temperatures, pressure, fan performance and tunnel velocity; the impact
of cooling systems on bird comfort

livestock production and wastes from
industrial and municipal sources is
vital for environmental and economic
reasons.”
The team worked with industry to
improve the technology with the goal
of marketing a reliable and proven
product with competitive advantages
for commercialization.
The researchers illustrated the
technology to university and research
center scientists during three on-farm
demonstrations.
They also presented webinars and
training modules to the USDA’s Natural Resources Conservation Service
and the Environmental Protection
Agency.
T hei r work wa s fe at u re d i n
high-impact scientific publications
and numerous press articles.
Hashem’s team members included
Drs. Matias Vanotti and Ariel Szogi
from the USDA-ARS, Southeast Area;
Dr. Patricia Millner from the USDA-ARS in Beltsville, Md.; Dr. Michael Rothrock Jr., from USDA-ARS;
Gail Poulos, USDA-ARS, Office of
Technology Transfer; Dr. Maria Garci-Gonzalez, USDA-ITACyL at the
Agricultural Technology Institute in
Spain; Dr. Patrick Dube at the Water
Environment Federation; and Jeff
Dawson at the Renewable Nutrients
LLC in Southern Pines, N.C.
and performance and best practices
for pad maintenance.
Registration for each workshop is
limited to 33 people and will follow
Maryland COVID-19 guidelines, including wearing a face covering and
not attending if you have any cold-like
systems.
To register, visit Eventbrite.com
and search “cool cell pad maintenance.”
For more information, contact Jon
Moyle at jmoyle@umd.edu; Jenny
Rhodes at jrhodes@umd.edu; Georgie
Cartanza at cartanza@udel.edu; Maureen Duffy at duffy@dcachicken.com
or Sheila Oscar at soscar@umd.edu.

Be sure to ‘like’ The Delmarva Farmer on Facebook!
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MAY SPECIALS!
Polystring Filter
Cartridge

C
PLUS VITAMIN
ELECTROLYTES

ELECTROLYTES + VITAMIN C

#60360
20 Micron

Electrolytes plus Vitamin C is a soluble electrolyte formula
that provides high levels of potassium, ascorbic acid (vitamin
c), and other essential minerals during extreme temperatures
and other periods of stress to help maintain
osmotic balance of bodily fluids and
prevent dehydration.

2.99

$
BUY 50
OR MORE

2.25

$

BUY 100 OR
MORE

1.77

1.49

#KLIMA-0-5
1/8” (light gray)
1/2 GPH@
100 psi

2.10
BUY 250 OR
MORE

0.98 ea.

$

1.19

1.43

$

$

$

2 Year Warranty

Superior engineering makes GrowerSELECT®
the best replacement motor for any operation.

Description

HS9020A
HS9021C
HS9022A
HS9023C
HS9024A

1/3 Hp, 1725 RPM, 1/2” shaft
1/2 Hp, 1725 RPM, 56Fr, 1/2” shaft
3/4 Hp, 1725 RPM, 1/2” shaft
1 Hp, 1725 RPM, 5/8” shaft
1-1/2 Hp, 1725 RPM, 5/8” shaft

Chore-time
4229
5050C
5051
6857
8782C

AP

Baldor

®

Regal

®

FLX-4763
FLX-4764
FLX-4765
FLX-4766
FLX-2473

®

34J522-5598
34J522W204
34J490X030G1
ANFL3510M
35T179Y843G1

Item #

Description

N9021
N9022
N9023
N9024

1/2 Hp, 1725 RPM, 115/230V, 56Y, 50/60 Hz
3/4 Hp, 1725 RPM, 115/230V, 56YZ, 50/60 Hz
1 Hp, 1725 RPM, 115/208-230V, 56Y, 60 Hz
1-1/2 Hp, 1725 RPM, 115/208-230V, 56HY, 60 Hz

C1291
C1292
MC1293
C1294
MC1295

Dayton

Was

5K046

155.28
$
178.69
$
186.06
$
214.37
$
247.18

®
$

Was
155.00
169.00
$
155.00
$
233.00
$

$

Pinion Gears
Item #

Description

HSP01
HSP02
HSP03
HSP04
HSP05
HSP06
HSP07
HSP08
HSP09

Straight pinion, 1/2” ID
Straight pinion, 5/8” ID
Helical pinion, 1/2” ID
Helical pinion, 5/8” ID
Straight pinion, 1/2” ID
Straight, 1.812” long, 1/2” ID
Straight, 14 tooth x 2.25” long, 5/8” ID
Straight, 14 tooth x 3” long, 5/8” ID
Straight 14 teeth 1/2” bore 2.170” long

Chore-Time®
5046
6104
3249
-

#603771

0.93 ea.

$

1.42

$

0.89

$

AP®

Big Dutchman®

FLX-4275
FLX-4276
FLX-2983
FLX-2973
FLX-4542
-

11-00-9364
11-00-9151
86-00-0205
10-00-9613

Val-Co®
450366

Promotion valid May 1 - July 31, 2021

Gear Head Oil #HS450
GrowerSELECT® 15 oz (450ml) gear oil for
lubricating gear heads on power drive units.

134.85
160.55
$
166.25
$
221.35
$

Fogger Tee

With the purchase of Auger Motor
and Pinion Gear!

Sale
147.52
$
169.76
$
176.76
$
203.65
$
234.82

Price

$

BUY 100 OR MORE

$

1 YEAR WARRANTY

Farm Duty Direct Drive Auger Motors

#603185
1/8” Nylon
3 GPH

1/2” x 1/8” Fogger Tee

• Manual overload protection
• Higher Service Factor • 50/60 Hertz

• Features stress-proof 1144 steel shaft to prevent breakage
• Shielded centrifugal starting switch
• Permanently lubricated ball bearings provide extended service protects against over spin conditions
®

#527801
1/8” Nylon
1 Gal (White)

Receive a FREE bottle
of gear oil (#HS450)

Direct Drive Auger Motors

Item #

#6031861
Nylon 1-1/2 Gph
(Cream)

#603184
1/8” Nylon
2 Gph (Blue)

$

#HW85000
l lb. pack

$

Plastic
Fogger
Nozzles

*Pricing valid from May 1-31st, 2021

Price
17.41
17.41
$
17.12
$
17.97
$
17.89
$
34.98
$
34.65
$
22.99
$
17.63
$
$

GrowerSELECT®, Georgia Poultry Equipment Co.® are trademarks owned by Hog Slat Inc. Replacement parts listed with these marks are designed to fit and function in place of original equipment
manufacturers replacement parts. Chore-Time® is a the registered trademarks of CTB INC., a company not affiliated with Hog Slat Inc. AP® is a registered trademark of The GSI Group, LLC, a
company not affiliated with Hog Slat Inc. Baldor® is a registered trademark of Baldor Electric Co., a company not affiliated with Hog Slat Inc. Dayton® is a registered trademark of Dayton Electric
Manufacturing Co., a company not affiliated with Hog Slat Inc. Regal® is a registered trademark of Regal Beloit Corporation, a company not affiliated with Hog Slat Inc. Val-Co® is a registered
trademark of Val Products, INC., a company not affiliated with Hog Slat Inc. Big Dutchman® is a registered trademark of Big Dutchman AG, a company not affiliated with Hog Slat Inc.

This Gear Oil is formulated
to work with Hog Slat
GrowerSELECT Gear
Reducers for both fill
systems and feed systems. It
provides excellent lubrication
properties, contains extreme
pressure (EP), anti-corrosion
and anti-oxidation additives
for prolonged gear life and
smoother operation.

Win a FREE Bin Stik or Bin Stik Jr.!

With the purchase of Auger Motor and Pinion Gear!
Register for drawing at your local Hog Slat, Georgia Poultry, Eastern Shore Poultry or Shenandoah Ag Supply store location from May 1 - July 31, 2021. One entry per month,
entries will not be carried over into subsequent monthly drawings. 1 winner will be selected from each store location monthly. Promotion valid in U.S. store locations only.

Supporting you with locations at:
Laurel, DE ................................................(302) 875-0889
Harrington, DE....................................... (302) 398-0690
Pocomoke City, MD.................................(410) 957-6800
Bridgewater, VA .......................................540-879-9901
Harrisonburg, VA..................................... 540-434-4423
Moorefield, WV........................................ 304-538-2346

Sales Contact: Adam Mariner 302-604-2050
Spencer Hill 302-258-8457
© 2021 Hog Slat Inc. All Rights Reserved. Prices and promotions subject to change without notice. Hog Slat reserves the right to correct printing and pricing errors.
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Study: Water quality unchanged by expanding poultry operations
WACHAPREAGUE, Va. — A study
that examined waterways in Accomack County has revealed the rapid
expansion of poultry operations in the
county has had no detectable effects
on local water quality.
The research was conducted in response to concerns that the proximity
of commercial poultry houses and
the increased use of poultry litter as
fertilizer would contaminate Eastern
Shore waterways.
However, after examining data
from 86 streams in Accomack, the
Virginia Institute of Marine Science

determined there was no correlation
between water nutrient levels and the
presence of poultry operations.
“The goal of the study was to find
out if there was any measurable impact from these poultry operations,”
said VIMS director Richard Snyder,
who helped conduct the research.
“The basic conclusion of the report is
that there is no significant difference
between watersheds that have poultry
operations and those that do not.”
The study monitored dissolved ammonia, liquefied nitrates and nitrites,
dissolved oxygen, total phosphorus

and nitrogen levels, temperature,
salinity and turbidity in Accomack
County streams. Values were collected
during two 1-inch rainfall events and
over an extended period of drought
in 2020.
Snyder said poultry growers have
put “a lot of effort” into minimizing
nutrient runoff and reducing ammonia emissions from poultry litter.
Increased conversion efficiency also
has decreased nitrogen and phosphorus waste levels, he noted, which
positively affects the environments
surrounding poultry operations.

Time to Replace Old Feed Lines?
Get the Hi-LoTM Feeding System from Farmer Boy

The i-plus3 control pan line
utilizes infrared technology
to sense and detect the level
of feed in the control pan for
proper and reliable operation,
day in and day out.

Hi-Lo™ Feeder

US Patent No. 8,915,214

Certification applies to controls

Take birds through all stages of growth with the
Hi-LoTM Classic or Hi-LoTM VIII pan feeders.
As the i-plus3 Control Pan
fills, the infrared beams
detect the feed level.

When the feed level breaks
all three of the infrared
sensors, the auger will stop
automatically.

• Reliable feed sensing technology that
promotes full pans and healthy
birds to maximize feed conversions
• Easy to use with no moving parts or
sensitivity adjustments
• Power supply is included in the
i-plus3 control pan for an optional
LED light

When the feed drops below the
infrared sensors, the auger will
re-start automatically after a
60 second delay.

Hi-Lo Control Pan LED Light
An optional Hi-Lo control pan LED light is available to stimulate bird activity
to the feed line control pan. Where other systems utilize a directional light
source mounted outside the control pan, Cumberland’s light assembly
attaches directly above the feed pan providing 360° of lighting coverage.
• Easily retrofitted to existing Cumberland Hi-Lo control
pans in the field
• Kit is factory assembled for ease of field installation
• Control pan light can be operated on 115VAC or 230VAC
• Substantial energy savings per year when compared to a
standard 60 watt bulb

(800) 845-3374

• The control pan LED light plugs directly into the power
supply included in the i-plus3 control pan

FarmerBoyAg.com
5
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Tony Banks, senior assistant director of agriculture, development and
innovation for Virginia Farm Bureau
Federation, said the study’s findings
were indicative of farmers’ concerted
efforts to implement best management
practices.
“Litter storage sheds, mortality
composting and the implementation
of nutrient management plans have all
helped growers reduce the potential
for nitrogen and phosphorus runoff
See WATER
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Book ...
Continued from Front Page

a chicken farm.
“With the three books, they portray a factual and positive view of all
chickens on Delmarva,” Guilfoil said.
Guilfoil raised the funds to publish
the ABC book.
Sponsors include Delmarva Chicken Associaiton, MidAtlantic Farm
Credit, Delaware Department of Agriculture, Cozy Critters Child Care
and After School Program, Plannned
Poulty Renovations, Bunting & Bertrand and Allen Chorman & Son.
Along with publishing costs, Guilfoil said that the sponsors made it
possible to have hundreds of copies
of the ABC book distributed to local
libraries, elementary schools and exhibition and youth poultry clubs across
Delmarva.
“I’m just thrilled to be able to give
them,” said Guilfoil, a retired art
educator. “This is something in their
hands where they can turn the pages
and learn about something other than
breeds and body parts.”
Guilfoil said she intends to distribute about 200 additional copies
in Delaware and Maryland’s Lower
Eastern Shore.
Copies of the book are available
online by visiting www.ShoreBooksLLC.com.
With several books to her name,
including a three-book series on Delmarva aviators and aerial ag applicators, Guilfoil said this one has been
special to make.
Because she happened to miss a lot
of school from a series of ailments and
injuries as a child, Guilfoil explained
she entered sixth grade nearly illiterate and as someone who has raised
chickens since childhood a book like
this would have encouraged her to
learn reading.
The ABC book’s format is aimed
at informing about the local chicken
industry but also helping kids with
reading in general.
And thanks to Dr. Janet Hickman,
principal of Frankford Elementary, the
A-Z text is also translated into Spanish, for language learning as well as
information on chickens.
“These books are for kids who are
reluctant readers,” she said. “They’ve
all been fun but this one is probably
the best of all.”
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Research part of two-year project broiler welfare
SPRINGDALE, Ark. — Tyson
Foods’ animal welfare research team
recently embarked on a study that
leveraged animal preference to test
which environmental enrichments its
broiler chickens prefer.
The project is among the many
underway at Tyson Foods’ Broiler
Welfare Research Farm, which is a

state-of-the-art four-house commercial broiler farm that allows the company’s Office of Animal Welfare and
its research partners to scientifically
evaluate and understand how welfare
practices can impact broiler behavior
and welfare outcomes in a commercial
setting.
The BWRF, which opened in Octo-

ber 2020, allows Tyson Foods to evaluate welfare with the involvement of
trained collaborators from academia.
The farm has viewing rooms that
allow researchers to view the birds’
natural behaviors without disruption
that can be introduced with the presence of humans.
The project is part of a two-year

grant from the U.S. Poultry and Egg
Association to study the impact of
different lighting schemes and enrichments on the welfare of broiler
chickens.
Enrichments, or objects placed in

Water ...

it improves the quality of the poultry litter once it’s removed from the
poultry houses. They’ve been doing
these things for years, so it’s good to
see data that affirms growers’ efforts.”
Having secured additional grant
funding from the National Fish and
Wildlife Foundation, VIMS will
continue research in 2021, shifting
its focus to monitoring Northampton

County waterways.
Hobey Bauhan, president of the
Virginia Poultry Federation, was
encouraged by VIMS’ work on the
Eastern Shore. He asserted collecting
data can help farmers identify areas of
concern relating to land management,
and addressing those issues is critical
in supporting sustainable food production systems.

“As farmers have gained knowledge from land-grant systems and research that demonstrates the efficacy
of various BMPs, the producers have
always embraced them and they’re
getting better all the time,” Bauhan
said. “Our industry has a long history
of being good environmental stewards, and we want to continue to be
good stewards led by sound science.”

reduced the Clostridium perfringens
population in the cecum.
The authors reported that the
benefit of feed restriction against
necrotic enteritis was most likely
due to the lower pH and viscosity of
digesta in the intestines.
Although feed restriction of
broiler chickens showed a benefit to
controlling necrotic enteritis in this
study, this may not be practical for
commercial broiler production.
Diets using ingredients such as
wheat and barley that are high in

non-starch polysaccharides could
increase the viscosity of the digesta,
and can effect gut microbial activity.
This can increase fermentation
and shift to an environment in the
gut which favors the growth of Clostridium perfringens.
Mycotoxins can also negatively
impact the integrity of the small
intestines and are associated with
suppression of the immune system
which can also increase the severity
of coccidiosis and necrotic enteritis.
Necrotic enteritis and coccidiosis

are gut health issues and depend on
many factors to cause the disease.
Factors such as coccidiosis that
alter the integrity of the intestines
can lead to the growth of Clostridium perfringens which can cause
necrotic enteritis.
The poultry industry continues to
strive to look for strategies to control
these very costly diseases.
Just like the many factors that
cause these diseases, there are multiple factors that are implemented to
reduce their incidence as well.

Continued from Page 4

from their crop fields,” Banks said.
“Growers also implemented strategies
to maintain dry bedding because it’s
beneficial for the birds’ health, and

Timmons ...
Continued from Page 2

from coccidia invasion.
Feed management can also be
used as a means to control the incidence of necrotic enteritis.
One study showed that feed
restriction of broiler chicks for 12
hours from 16-19 days of age limited
the severity of necrotic enteritis and

See RESEARCH
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Swift communication key to limiting outbreak risk
ASHEBORO, N.C. — Excellent
systems of communication between
farm staff and veterinarians are critical when it comes to managing disease
outbreaks and reducing their potential
spread.
Eric Heskett, DVM, PhD, at Case
Farms in North Carolina, told Poultry
Health Today that communication is
critical to being able to act as fast as
possible to contain outbreaks, identify
disease and protect bird health.
Using an example of a broiler
breeder manager in Ohio who saw a

sudden, 14-fold increase in mortality
in a matter of 24 hours, Heskett said a
text message alerted him to a potentially catastrophic disease outbreak
and gave him the chance to work
immediately to contain any risk of
disease.
With his first thought being that
the birds might have succumbed to
an exotic or highly reportable disease,
Heskett said he immediately halted
movement, put the farm in quarantine
and ordered state lab tests.
Having initially identified signs

of septicemia, further testing revealed that the infection was caused
by Erysipelothrix rhusiopathiae — an
organism found in the soil and where
nitrogenous waste is decomposing.
The breeder manager found that
due to significant rainfall, water had
entered the bird house, causing extremely wet litter.
“The birds most likely got infected,
as some of the birds — seven of the
seven birds that presented to the lab —
had footpad dermatitis,” Heskett said.
“This organism often enters through

blemishes or cuts in the epidermis.”
While the natural events leading
to the infection meant that it would be
hard to prevent it from ever happening
again, Heskett said the episode showed
how critical rapid communication
between farm staff and veterinarians
can be.
Because he “got my attention immediately, we were able to make decisions on the phone within minutes…
[and we] quarantined the site so that
we didn’t spread it until we knew what
we had,” he said.

Research ...

preference toward the huts among the
chickens, the company said.
As an animal that is considered
prey in its natural environment, the
chickens appeared to prefer the huts,
which provided a sizeable, shelter-like
structure that they could sit around
and under, presumably giving them a
sense of being protected.
As further evidence, the chickens
gravitated toward the huts independently and returned to them whenever they were removed and replaced.
University of Arkansas researchers are assisting in sample collection
and behavior evaluation, monitoring
chickens with and without enrichments.
This work includes examining
physiological factors that are good
evaluations of positive welfare, such

as dopamine and serotonin levels, and
related chemical expressions as an
indicator of the chickens’ happiness
with the given environment.
By measuring key health indicators
of the chickens, as well as analyzing
brain activity to assess their level of
stress, researchers were able to make
preliminary conclusions about the
positive impact of the effective enrichment solutions on broiler welfare.
“Chickens have a very different
perception of the world, and it is important that we respect that when we
are making decisions for them,” said
Dr. Karen Christensen, senior director
of animal welfare for Tyson. “Through
their actions, they tell us loud and clear
what they want – we just have to know
how to listen.”
“This research is part of Tyson

Foods’ larger commitment to invest
in innovative science and technologies that improve animal welfare on
a continuous, sustainable enterprise
level,” said Christensen. “Our vision
is to be the leader in animal welfare
through a commitment that is grounded in compassionate care and based
on sound science. It’s a Tyson Foods
commitment, and it’s the right thing
to do.”
In the next round of this research,
the team will be testing the impact of
the more effective hut enrichments
compared with a standard control barn
without enrichments.
The team expects to see demonstrable benefits across behavioral
assessments, leg health, and dopamine
and serotonin regulation with hut enrichments.

Continued from Page 5

the house to provide a more interesting
environment for the chickens, can be a
key component of an effective animal
welfare strategy that promotes more
natural behaviors.
The material Tyson Foods chose to
construct the enrichments is durable,
safe for growers, easily portable, made
with recycled materials, and completely bio-secure to ensure no pathogens
are introduced to the chickens’ environment.
Tyson researchers focused on three
structural variations – ramps, huts and
boxes. Initial results showed a strong
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Delmarva Chicken Association’s Outstanding Poultry Producers

Steve Brittingham, Mountaire Farms, Millsboro, Del.

(Editor’s note: Ten outstanding
poultry producers have recently been
honored earlier this year by the Delmarva Chicken Association, formerly
known as the Delmarva Poultry Industry. In this and subsequent issues
of the monthly The Mid-Atlantic
Poultry Farmer supplement, photos
of the outstanding poultry producers
will appear.)
MILLSBORO, Del. — With one
chicken house on his farm that holds
18,400 birds in a flock, Steve Brittingham has one of the smaller poultry operations in Delmarva’s chicken
community.
But, he says, the keys to a chicken
grower’s success are the same no
matter the size of his or her operation.
“I know of many larger farms,
and the people who have them are
committed, and they do well. There’s
room for all sizes,” Brittingham said.
“Whether you’ve got my one house
or eight houses, you’ve got to adapt
yourself to what you’ve got to do to
do well.”
Brittingham, a Mountaire Farms
grower, knows his way around farms

large and small, having retired in
May from a long career with Mountaire as a flock supervisor manager.
He and a six-person team monitored Delmarva chicken farms and
helped their grower owners carry out
Mountaire’s live production plans.
“You’re always looking for things
to improve on the farm. Don’t stop –
it keeps coming at you,” Brittingham
said. “You’ve got to look for that edge,
and how to outperform everybody
else.”
Brittingham is in his chicken
house three to four times a day,
checking water lines, feed pans and
in-house climate systems.
With his birds only steps away
from his home near Millsboro, it’s
easy to reach the chicken house any
time there’s a problem to solve.
“You’ve got to be committed to
it and you’ve got to have a sense of
urgency,” he says. “If you see something’s broke, get it fixed. If you see
something coming down the road that
could help you, get after it — don’t
wait. And attention to detail — the
least little thing, you’ve got to be on
it. Those will get you good numbers.”

With Steve Brittingham’s birds only steps away from his home, it’s easy to reach
the chicken house any time there’s a problem to solve.
Photo courtesy DCA

MAY’S DCA RECIPE

www.lvimfg.com

Chicken with mushrooms
and fresh sage cream
Ingredients
• 4 boneless, skinless chicken
breast halves
• 2 tablespoons flour
• 1/4 teaspoon salt
• 1/8 teaspoon freshly ground pepper
• 3 teaspoons olive oil
• 2 cloves garlic, minced
• 1 1/2 cups sliced mushrooms
• 3/4 cup chopped green onion
• 1/2 cup dry white wine
• 1 package (8 ounces) reduced-fat
cream cheese, cubed
• 1/2 cup grated Parmesan cheese
• 1/4 cup low-fat milk
• 2 tablespoons chopped fresh sage
• 4 cups hot cooked linguine
• Parmesan cheese
• Fresh sage
Directions
On hard surface using meat mallet or similar flattening utensil, pound
chicken to quarter-inch thickness.
In a shallow dish, mix together
flour, salt, and pepper.
Add chicken, one piece at a time,
turning to coat on all sides. In large
nonstick frypan, place oil and heat to
medium-high temperature.
Add chicken and cook, turning,
about 8 minutes or until chicken is
brown and fork-tender.

LVI Pulvi-Master, now in 72 in. and 96 in.
– Extend the life & value of poultry litter
by conditioning & pulverizing the cakes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arrange chicken on platter; cover
loosely and keep warm. To drippings
in frypan, add garlic, mushrooms,
green onion, and wine.
Cook, covered, over medium-low
heat 3 minutes or until vegetables are
tender. Add cream cheese, Parmesan
cheese, milk, and sage; stir constantly
until cheeses melt and sauce is smooth.
Place linguine on four serving
plates; arrange chicken over linguine.
Spoon mushrooms and sage cream
over chicken. Pass additional Parmesan cheese and garnish with fresh
sage. Makes four servings.
—Recipe, photo courtesy DCA

4-Rows of abrasive-resistant angled free
swinging pulverizing blades
External grease fittings to service bearings
Drier litter equals less ammonia
Adjustable rear leveling gate
Improve paw quality
Quick hitch ready

• Remote Auto-Adjust for Ease of Operation
• 6” Diameter Discharge with Air Speeds up
to 200 MPH & 4200 RPM

Visit a Local Dealer
Bobcat of Accomac
Accomac, VA
757.787.4141

Binkley & Hurst

Seaford, DE | Kennedyville, MD
866.670.4705 | 888.269.0372

Marydel Ag Supply
Marydel, DE
302.343.9541
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Delmarva Custom Applicators
Has Your Litter Covered with

“I’ve never had a failure

“DCA provides great

“I’ve used another

since I’ve been using 3+.”

service. Their applicators

amendment and my

are professional and

brood chamber ammonia

do a great job.”

was 15-40 ppm. With 3+,

-Mike Hitchens

-Karen Speak

it’s consistently 6 ppm.”
-Jim Atkinson

Delmarva Custom Applicators, LLC

Contact Delmarva Custom Applicators before your next placement!
Email: DelmarvaCustomApplicators@gmail.com • Phone: 410-858-4626 or 410-463-7888

Manufactured in Cambridge, MD

